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SECRET 6 Dec 63 in 74647

NEXT INFO DIP CITE WAVE 85264

DYVOUR PERMEN NIEXIT ANWEE

REF: NIEXIT 7190 (in 71850)

1. TIMOTHY A. CARRIOTT ARRIVING NIEXIT 5 DEC PURPOSE CONTACT
   ANWEE-3 AND PICK UP MATERIAL FROM ANWEE-1 WHO ARRIVING 6 DEC.
   WILL CONTACT STATION MORNING 6 DEC.

2. PLS GIVE CARRIOTT REF ENVELOPES RECEIVED FROM NIEXIT.
   SINCE EXPECT ADDITIONAL NIEXIT POUCH 6 DEC WOULD GREATLY APPRECIATE
   STATION CONTACTING NIEXIT-3 ON 6 DEC ORDER ENABLE CARRIOTT
   PICK UP ANY ADDITIONAL ENVELOPES RECEIVED IN 6 DEC POUCH.

SECRET

C/S COMMENT: *ENVELOPES RECEIVED FROM NIEXIT=3 ON 2 DEC